DETAILED MATERIALS AND METHODS

20
Infiltration testing. 21 The infiltration capacity of soils has been measured using a variety of tools and methods in the The issue of lateral flow is related to infiltration measurement scale: for a larger area of testing, 33 there is a smaller ratio of test site circumference to test area. In addition, all else being equal, 34 larger test areas are more likely to encounter the fastest infiltration pathways in heterogeneous 35 soils; this helps explain why tests of larger areas tend to yield higher infiltration rates compared 36 to tests of the same sites using smaller areas, and why tests of smaller areas tend to indicate high 37 heterogeneity (Burgy and Luthin, 1956; Fatehnia et al., 2016; Heeren et al., 2015 Heeren et al., , 2014  38 Khodaverdiloo et al., 2017; Lucke et al., 2014) . Larger test areas also present practical 39 challenges, generally requiring greater construction effort, higher cost for supplies, and a larger 40 water supply. The latter is a particular limitation for tests run for more than a few hours. 41 
42
In this study, we were mainly interested in determining the total and vertical infiltration rate over 43 a 10-15-day experimental period, rather than transient response during early time, and were 44 limited as to the rate at which water could be supplied, conveyed, and applied to the test plots. 45 Given expected rapid infiltration rates in coarse and vegetated soils, we elected to construct 1 m 2 46 plots to measure total infiltration by mass balance and vertical infiltration using heat as a tracer 47 (Hatch et al., 2006; Racz et al., 2011) . Past experience with the test plot configuration suggested 48 that we could expect a ratio of total to vertical infiltration of 8:1 to 12:1 (as was subsequently 49 observed). This plot size is larger than that commonly applied to field infiltration testing using Figure 1C ). 
